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A holistic framework and strategic roadmap to analytics maturity

From actively managing population health, to reducing
readmissions and their associated costs, digitised medical
data is helping Healthcare Organisations enhance the value
of care. A strong analytics foundation ensures that data can
drive and inform the decision making process
in a significant way.
Improve operations, enhance quality of care and see
increased return on your health IT investment with
HIMSS Analytics assessment and strategy services.

Why AMAM?
The Adoption Model for
Analytics Maturity (AMAM) is
an international eight stage
(07) model measuring the
capabilities your organisation
has gained from technology
and surrounding processes.
Our AMAM services are
designed to progressively
measure and advance your
organisation’s analytics
capabilities to improve
healthcare delivery.

Structured, prescriptive assessment to assist in developing and
advancing your analytics strategy
Clearly defined framework that is defensible, flexible and vendor neutral
Determine your own path to analytics maturity with guidance from
industry experts

The Most Trusted Advisors in Health IT

Work with us and gain:

Data content instruction
Grow your data content to improve operational, clinical and financial performance
Infrastructure building
Develop a strategy for sourcing data
Data governance shaping
Manage your data assets and align your analytics efforts with the overall strategy of
your organisation
Analytics competency guidance
Develop your analytics resources and refine skills in a coordinated and
structured manner
Progress to Stage 7 with the AMAM Toolkit

Baseline
AMAM Score

Take part in the HIMSS Analytics AMAM Study to get your initial AMAM Score.

AMAM
Assessment

Understand and assess any gaps in your current analytics strategy with an
AMAM Gap Report.

AMAM
Strategy

Move forward strategically with a virtual or onsite strategy session that will guide your team
to successful analytics strategy implementation and a roadmap to Stage 7 achievement.

AMAM
Validation

Review and confirm your organisation’s progress with onsite validation from our team of
industry experts.

AMAM
Education

Do you need more information about the maturity model? Get an expert presentation
directly from HIMSS Analytics with a deep dive into key focus areas to ensure strategic
alignment and levelset your organisation on analytics concepts and strategy.

Ready to get started? Email us at info@himssanalytics.org
HIMSS Analytics is a global healthcare IT market intelligence, research
and standards organisation assisting clientele in both healthcare delivery
and healthcare technology solutions business development to make
lasting improvements in efficiency and performance.
For more information visit: www.himssanalytics.org/benchmarks

